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METROPOLITAN REGION SCHEME AMENDMENTS 1115 TO 1118 
Statement by Minister for Planning and Infrastructure 

MS A.J.G. MacTIERNAN (Armadale - Minister for Planning and Infrastructure) [12.36 pm]:  I present for 
tabling metropolitan region scheme amendments 1115, 1116, 1117 and 1118 - all “major” amendments - for the 
creation of four urban-deferred cells in the south west corridor of the Perth metropolitan region.  The 
amendments were commenced in late 2005 to implement the potential urban land identified from the Jandakot 
structure plan.  This includes cells at Wandi, Anketell, Casuarina and Wellard east.  The four amendments will 
transfer 783 hectares from the rural to the urban deferred zone and have the potential to deliver around 9 000 
dwellings.  The government is working to ensure the availability of adequate land supply for the Perth region 
into the future.  The rezonings capitalise on the significant infrastructure that we have delivered, and are 
delivering, in the south west corridor. 

The urban deferred zone has been proposed rather than the urban zone as further detailed planning is required.  
This will include drainage and water management strategies, protection of conservation category wetlands, 
review of acid sulphate soils and vegetation assessments.  These are required before the land can be developed 
for urban residential purposes.  Designating the land urban deferred signals to the landowners and the 
community that the land will be suitable for urban development subject to resolution of the land-use issues.  This 
gives landowners confidence to invest in the more detailed structure planning and design of subdivisions, while 
also addressing the statutory and environmental planning processes.  When these issues are resolved the land can 
be transferred to the urban zone. 

The four amendments are based on the regional plan, the Jandakot structure plan.  It outlines the future 
development areas and the management of key environmental issues and includes road networks, major 
community facilities, conservation and Bush Forever areas and a neighbourhood structure. The four amendments 
were advertised for public discussion and submission between June and September 2006 and during this period a 
total of 71 submissions were received.  There were 35 submissions in support, 22 offering comment and 14 
submissions of objection.  All the proposals help in the planning and future supply of housing land connected to 
a sustainable transport system.  A discussion of the process undertaken is contained in the Western Australian 
Planning Commission’s respective reports on submissions.  The Governor has approved the amendments and I 
now table the four amendments and the associated documentation for the information of this house. 

[See papers 3345 to 3350A-D.] 
 


